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 Gold prices have clocked gains of close to 8.00% at MCX, its third consecutive year of gains. For the week, gold prices on MCX closed at 

Rs.31598/10gm.The precious metal was on track for its best month since January 2017, having scrambled back from sharp declines in the year 

due to volatility in equities and a subdued dollar, along with worries over slowing global growth. Spot gold closed at $1,283 per ounce, near a 

six-month high on Friday gaining 1.98% for the week. 

 Copper on Friday posted its first weekly gain in five weeks as a rebound on global equity markets revived interest in riskier assets and a weaker 

dollar made metal cheaper for buyers with other currencies. For the week, it has given a marginal gain of 0.25% at LME, while at MCX it has 

given a flat close. 

 Nickel prices ended the week down 1.26% at $10,735 a tonne on LME, while at MCX prices closed at Rs.743.60/kg with losses of 2.02%. 

Indonesia plans to increase nickel mining capacity and Vale intends to invest $500mn in its New Caledonia nickel mine, adding to nickel supply. 

A waning China economy could further weigh on nickel prices in 2019. 

 Aluminium prices ended the week down 3.24%, while at MCX prices closed with losses of 3.25%. Aluminium prices fell to their lowest level in 16 

months last week after the US said it would lift sanctions on Russian producer Rusal, which is likely to weigh on prices, already suffering from a 

slowdown in global economic growth. That could see stocks of Rusal metal flow back on to the market. There is an estimated 200,000 tonnes of 

Rusal metal in warehouses in Rotterdam that could come on to the LME, when sanctions are lifted. 

 Zinc ended the week down 2.20%, while at MCX prices closed with losses of 2.00%. Global zinc market is expected to wipe out its deficit in 

2019. Global zinc mine production will increase by 6.5% in 2019 as strong prices in past have influenced zinc miners to bring the idled capacity 

back online.  

 Lead prices ended the week up 4.17% at $2114.00 a tonne, while at MCX prices closed at Rs.142.40/kg with gains of 3.30%. Global Lead market 

is expected to turn into surplus of 50,000 tonnes from deficit of 120,000 tonnes in 2018. The mine supply is expected to increase by 4.1% in 

2019 as some mine supply is likely to come on-stream from Coeur Mining’s Silvertip mine in Canada and Vedanta’s Gamsberg. 

 Oil finished higher on Friday after government inventory data showed a smaller-than-expected fall in crude inventories, but contrasted with 

unofficial API’s figures that had showed a massive supply build, sparking a relief rally. Markets were closed on Tuesday for Christmas and saw 

an abbreviated session to start the holiday week. For the last week, crude oil prices at NYMEX dropped by 0.59% and at MCX dropped by 1.58%. 

 Natural gas futures fell last week after a report from the EIA showed that domestic supplies of natural gas fell by 48 billion cubic feet for the 

week-ended December 21. The number was just under the consensus of 50, but pretty close to the average of the range of guesses from 

several analysts. Last week, natural gas at NYMEX settled down by 11.17%, while at MCX it dropped by 12.40%. 

 In a holiday driven week, key jobs data of Non Farm payrolls from the US is scheduled on Friday along with Homes Sales and Market PMI data. 

EIA inventory data will be released on Friday. 

 US crude oil inventories fell less than expected last week, the EIA said in its weekly report on Friday. The EIA 

data showed that crude oil inventories decreased by 0.046 mb the week to Dec. 21. That was compared to 

forecasts for a stockpile draw of 2.87 million barrels, after a drop of 0.5 million barrels in the previous week. 

 The US President Donald Trump said on Twitter that the US and China are progressing well in the direction of a 

possible trade deal. Hints of progress on a possible US-China trade deal helped bolster sentiment, which has 

been battered by concerns over a weaker global economic outlook. 
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WEEKLY LEVELS  

                                                                                                                                                                     

Commodity S1 S2 R1 R2 

GOLD (Feb) 31250 31000 31600 31800 

SILVER (Mar) 38400 38000 389000 39400 

COPPER (Feb) 412.00 405.00 422.00 426.00 

ZINC (Jan) 170.00 165.50 176.00 180.00 

NICKEL (Jan) 730.00 694.00 770.00 795.00 

ALUMINIUM (Jan) 126.00 124.00 131.00 134.00 

LEAD (Jan) 141.00 138.00 144.50 148.00 

CRUDE OIL (Jan) 3160 3050 3275 3420 

NATURAL GAS (Jan) 205.00 197.00 235.00 250.00 
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BULLION FUNDAMENTALS 

                                                                                                                                                                                                Precious Metals 

GOLD 

 Gold prices have clocked gains of close to 8.00% at MCX, its third consecutive year of gains. For the week, gold prices on MCX closed at Rs.31598/10gm.The 

precious metal was on track for its best month since January 2017, having scrambled back from sharp declines in the year due to volatility in equities and a 

subdued dollar, along with worries over slowing global growth. Spot gold closed at $1,283 per ounce, near a six-month high on Friday gaining 1.98% for the week. 

 The dollar index has gained 4.6 percent this year as the U.S. currency had been the preferred safe haven this year as the U.S.-China trade conflict unfolded against 

a backdrop of higher U.S. interest rates, denting gold’s demand. Higher interest rates make gold less attractive since it does not pay interest and costs to store 

and insure. 

 China’s President Xi Jinping said on a telephone call with U.S. President Donald Trump on Saturday that he hopes to push forward a Sino-U.S. relationship that is 

coordinated, cooperative and stable, Chinese state media reported. 

 Physical gold demand lacked vigour in most Asian hubs last week as limited safe haven interest failed to lift activity into the year end, while jewellers in India 

stepped up purchases, hoping for a further leg to a rally in domestic rates.  

 In a holiday driven week, key jobs data of Non Farm payrolls from the US is scheduled on Friday along with Homes Sales and Market PMI data.     

 

SILVER 

 Spot Silver prices ended the week up 5.13% at $15.37 a troy ounce, while at MCX prices closed at Rs.38706/kg with gains of 3.89%. 

 China on Sunday urged the US to take more objective view of its pledge to take measures to bring down the bilateral trade deficit and said that the two countries 

should enhance strategic mutual trust and avoid "strategic misjudgment". 

 China has said it is "ready to work" with the US, suggesting progress in trade talks between the two countries. China's statement comes after President Donald 

Trump tweeted "big progress" was being made in relations after a call with Chinese President Xi Jinping. 

 President Donald Trump blasted the Federal Reserve, describing it as the “only problem” for the U.S. economy, as top officials discussed a rout in stock markets 

caused in part by the president’s feud with the central bank. Trump has frequently criticized the Fed’s raising of interest rates this year. 

 In the week ahead, focus will now shift to the scheduled resumption of trade talks on 7th January, with any chatter in the run up likely to influence. Trump having 

a tendency to lay down the extremes ahead of any talks, would be a negative for risk sentiment. Fed Chair Powell is scheduled to speak at an economic 

conference, alongside predecessors Yellen and Bernanke on Friday, with any support for continued rate hikes through next year likely to weigh on risk appetite at 

the end of the week.  
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                                                                                                                                                                                                Precious Metals 

BULLION TECHNICALS 

 

 

The yellow metal snapped a two week losing streak with 1.30 percent gains. 
Bulls were in charge from the very beginning of the week that led prices to 
mark higher highs. Prices have bounced back from 100 Day EMA at 
Rs.31000/10gms level after the recent correction and are likely to hold strength 
in coming days. One can find Rs.31250/kg mark as a key support, whereas 
Rs.31600/10gms can be seen as an immediate hurdle followed by 
Rs.31800/10gms mark. As a trading strategy, it is advised to buy gold on dips 
near Rs.31200/10gms level, for upside target of Rs.31600/10gms level with 
stop loss at Rs.31050/10gms level. 

GOLD 

SILVER 

The white metal has shown a decent recovery in the previous week and gained 
more than 3.5% to settle at Rs.38706/kg on MCX. Prices broke the key pivot 
resistance of Rs.38660/kg on Friday, but gave a weak close above the same 
forming a low volume doji candlestick pattern. On hourly charts, prices turned 
into a distribution just after breaking the resistance doubting the bullish 
strength that was expected right after the breakout. This may trigger a short 
term selloff in the counter. On the higher side, Rs. 38890/kg has proved to be a 
short term hurdle above which we may see an uptrend. Traders are advised to 
build long positions on convincing break of the range resistance near Rs. 
38900/kg, for upside targets of Rs.39700/kg, keeping stops below Rs.38400/
kg. Aggressive shorts can be created near Rs.38750/kg for downside targets of 
Rs.38000/kg keeping stops above Rs.38950/kg mark.  
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                                                                                                                                                                                                       Base Metals 

BASE METALS’ OVERVIEW 

Copper Technicals 

A seesaw play was witnessed in the counter last week, where prices 
hovered in a sideways direction. Metal couldn’t make any difference in 
terms of percentage gains as prices settled almost flat for the week. 
However, prices are trading weak and trading below short term 
moving averages on daily chart which suggests infirmity in near term. 
For the next week, upside is likely to remain capped near Rs.426/kg 
mark and a breakout above the same can invite bulls to take charge. 
On the other hand, prices may find support near Rs.412/kg mark and 
can slip further towards Rs.405/kg level if they breach the said 
support. Considering the near term outlook, one can sell copper on rise 
near Rs.422/kg mark for target price of Rs.412/kg mark, with stop loss 
at Rs.427.50/kg mark.  

Nickel Technicals 

Nickel prices fell for the second week in a row, while losing nearly 2 
percent on a closing basis. Prices continued their losing streak, while 
breaking previous swing lows. However, positive divergence can be 
seen on daily time frame where RSI and MACD are inching higher, 
contrary to the price movement. This could be an early signal of likely 
recovery in coming days. One can expect prices to find support near 
Rs.730/kg mark, whereas unwinding of short trades can lead to 
recovery in prices towards Rs.770/kg mark and can extend further 
towards Rs.795/kg mark in the January contract. With decent risk 
reward, traders can look for buying nickel near Rs. 745/kg level for 
initial target of Rs.770/kg  and second target of Rs.795/kg with stop 
loss at Rs.725/kg mark.  

FUNDAMENTALS 

 Copper on Friday posted its first weekly gain in five weeks as a rebound on global equity 

markets revived interest in riskier assets and a weaker dollar made metal cheaper for 

buyers with other currencies. For the week, it has given a marginal gain of 0.25% at LME, 

while at MCX it has given a flat close. 

 Concerns over slowing economic growth in China, the biggest metals consumer, have left 

copper down 17% over the year as a whole till now. 

 Chilean copper miner Collahuasi - which produced an estimated 545,000 tonnes of 

copper this year - has applied for an environmental permit to extend the life of its 

deposit with an estimated $3.2 billion investment. 

 China’s manufacturing sector is expected to have contracted for the first time in more 

than two years in December, a poll found. 

 Data last week showed earnings at Chinese industrial firms in November dropped for the 

first time in nearly three years. 

 Nickel prices ended the week down 1.26% at $10,735 a tonne on LME, while at MCX 

prices closed at Rs.743.60/kg with losses of 2.02%. 

 Indonesia plans to increase nickel mining capacity and Vale intends to invest $500mn in 

its New Caledonia nickel mine, adding to nickel supply. A waning Chinese economy could 

further weigh on nickel prices in 2019. 

 Some stainless steel mills in China are expected to undergo shut-down for maintenance 

ahead of the coming Chinese New Year holiday, and this may help to lift the stainless 

steel price up in the near future. 

 Philippine nickel ore shipments in 2019 may fall by a fifth to a nine-year low of 24 million 

wet metric tons (WMT), following the decision of the government to minimize the 

disturbed area of mining operations. Philippine nickel shipments have been declining for 

the past three years. The country ships around 90 percent of nickel ore shipments to 

China.  
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                                                                                                                                                                                                         Base Metals 

BASE METALS’ OVERVIEW 

 

 

FUNDAMENTALS 

 Zinc prices ended the week down 2.20% to $2,442 a tonne, while at MCX prices 

closed at Rs.173.80/kg with losses of 2.00%. 

 Global zinc market is expected to wipe out its deficit in 2019. Global zinc mine 

production will increase by 6.5% in 2019 as strong prices in past have influenced 

zinc miners to bring the idled capacity back online. 

 Chinese steel are on track for a positive finish in 2018 as the country's 

crackdown on pollution forces mills to reduce production, curbing supplies in 

the world's top consumer. However, prices for steel making raw material iron 

ore fell. Glencore, the largest zinc producer is expected to restart its idled 

capacity and Vedanta is expected to commission its production at its Grasberg 

mine in South Africa.  

 Aluminium prices ended the week down 3.24% at $1846.00 a tonne, while at 

MCX prices closed at Rs.129.50/kg with losses of 3.25%. 

 Aluminium prices fell to their lowest level in 16 months last week after the US 

said it would lift sanctions on Russian producer Rusal, which could see metal 

produced by the company enter a market already suffering from a slowdown in 

global economic growth. That could see stocks of Rusal metal flow back on to 

the market. There is an estimated 200,000 tonnes of Rusal metal in warehouses 

in Rotterdam that could come on to the LME when sanctions are lifted. 

 Recognizing the damage excess capacity continues to wreak upon the country’s 

aluminium market, the People’s Republic of China’s top smelters agreed last 

week to axe a minimum of 800 thousand metric tons per annum of smelting 

capacity in the next several months.  

 Lead prices ended the week up 4.17% at $2114.00 a tonne, while at MCX prices 

closed at Rs.142.40/kg with gains of 3.30%. 

 Global lead market is expected to turn into surplus of 50,000 tonnes from 

deficit of 120,000 tonnes in 2018. The mine supply is expected to increase by 

4.1% in 2019 as some mine supply is likely to come on-stream from Coeur 

Mining’s Silvertip mine in Canada and Vedanta’s Gamsberg. 

 China heads into the New Year with its factories back in contractionary territory 

as the threat of a prolonged trade war dampens sentiment and stimulus 

struggles to gain traction. 

Zinc Technicals 

Zinc prices extended loses while tumbling down 2 percent last week. The 

momentum triggered later in the week, where prices marked third consecutive 

weekly loss. Moving forward, money seems to flow on the downside as 

technical indicators favoring bears along with price pattern. Level wise, Rs.176/

kg would be the initial resistance to hold the prices whereas Rs.180/kg can be 

seen as a key territory on the higher side. Negative bias can drag prices down 

lower where Rs.170/kg & Rs.165.50/kg are projection levels to support prices. 

For coming week, traders can sell zinc near Rs.175/kg mark for downside target 

of Rs.170/kg mark with stop loss at Rs.177/kg level.  

Aluminium Technicals 

Aluminium prices marked fresh lows for the year, while sliding down 3.25 

percent for the week. Metal witnessed acute pain as prices were in red for all 

trading days last week. Momentum is favoring falling prices as indicated on 

Daily MACD indicator. Moving ahead, prices are likely to find hurdle near 

Rs.131/kg mark, whereas Rs.126/kg & Rs.124/kg are the key support levels to 

look out for this week. The strategy would be to sell aluminium on rise near 

Rs.130/kg mark for downside target of Rs.126/kg mark, while considering 

Rs.131.80/kg as stop loss. 

Lead Technicals 

The industrial metal traded on a strong note gaining more than 3% for the 

week, as prices take support on the key weekly zone of Rs.135-137/kg at MCX. 

Trend remains positive on both minor and major time frames as prices form 

higher high-higher low pattern on hourly charts. On the higher side, Rs.144.50/

kg is the short term hurdle for prices. Traders are advised to build long 

positions in the counter as prices pullback close to the support of Rs.141/kg for 

upside targets of Rs.148/kg, keeping stops below Rs.138.50/kg. 
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                                                                                                                                                                            Energy 

CRUDE OIL 

 Oil prices finished higher on Friday after government inventory data showed a smaller-than-expected fall in crude inventories, but contrasted with unofficial API’s 

figures that had showed a massive supply build, sparking a relief rally. Markets were closed on Tuesday for Christmas and saw an abbreviated session to start the 

holiday week. For the last week crude oil prices at NYMEX dropped by 0.59% and at MCX dropped by 1.58%. 

 US crude oil inventories fell less than expected last week, the Energy Information Administration said in its weekly report on Friday. The EIA data showed 

that crude oil inventories decreased by 0.046 million barrels in the week to Dec. 21. That was compared to forecasts for a stockpile draw of 2.87 million barrels, 

after a drop of 0.5 million barrels in the previous week. 

 The EIA report also showed that gasoline inventories rose by 3.003 million barrels, compared to expectations for a build of 0.03 million barrels, while distillate 

stockpiles increased by 0.002 million barrels, compared to forecasts for a draw of 0.53 million. Data was released later than usual due to the Christmas holiday. 

The EIA is not affected by the partial government shutdown because it already has appropriations for fiscal 2019. 

 Oil prices were down as much as 4% on Thursday following a turbulent session on the Wall Street that saw the Dow plunge more than 600 points at one point. 

 Faced with oversupplies from record high U.S., Saudi and Russian production, OPEC pledged on Dec. 7 to cut 1.2 million barrels per day in global oil output over 

the next six months under its enlarged OPEC+ pact that does not include the United States. 

 However, in the three weeks since that announcement, oil prices have only fallen further, hitting 18-month lows, as fears of a global economic slowdown and the 

possibility of a protracted US government shutdown added to concerns. 

 Markets will be closed on Tuesday for the New Year's Holiday and trading is expected to be light on Monday. EIA inventory data will be released on Friday.   

 

NATURAL GAS 

 Natural gas futures fell last week after a report from the EIA showed that domestic supplies of natural gas fell by 48 billion cubic feet for the week-ended 

December 21. The number was just under the consensus of 50, but pretty close to the average of the range of guesses from several analysts. Last week, natural 

gas at NYMEX settled down by 11.17%, while at MCX it dropped by 12.40%. 

 Total stocks now stand at 2.725 trillion cubic feet, down 623 billion cubic feet from a year ago, and 647 billion below the five-year average. 

 All eyes are on the US weather forecasts for the first week in January and especially next weekend. According to the National Weather Service (NWS), “the six-to-

ten day forecast shows below average temperatures across much of the Midwest and Mid-continent regions with normal temperatures across the Great Lakes and 

Northeast. The West Coast and Southeast may see slightly warmer temperatures than average.” 

 NatGasWeather says, “There will still be a decent cold shot sweeping across the country January 1-3, but the break January 4-7 continues to trend warmer and 

longer, and where quite a bit of heating demand has been lost since early in the week.” 

 The forecaster went on to say, “Again, there’s likely to be very cold air over Canada during the second week of January, but cold over Canada is not cold over the 

U.S. and would need to trend further south for bullish sentiment to return.” 

 Although we may see a few short-covering rallies due to periodic cold snaps, there is nothing in the current forecasts that show expectations of lingering cold 

systems so the odds of a prolonged rally are low. 

ENERGY FUNDAMENTALS 
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ENERGY TECHNICALS 

 

 

After the steep fall in the second and third week of December, bears finally took a 
breather as prices took support around the key psychological support level of 
Rs.3000/bbl on MCX ($42.50 per barrel on NYMEX). Prices recovered sharply from 
its lows to close the week down 1.58% at Rs.3185/bbl. RSI on daily charts is 
hovering in an oversold zone below 30, indicating a possible reversal. On hourly 
charts, prices have formed  higher low pattern and look set for some recovery after 
the steep drop. On the higher side, Rs.3275/bbl shall be the last hurdle for prices 
above which we may a sharp recovery in prices. Traders are advised to build long 
positions in the counter on small dips near Rs.3160-3170/bbl, for upside targets of 
Rs.3500/bbl, keeping stops below Rs.3050/bbl.  

The energy counter plunged about 11% in the January contract to settle at 
Rs.232.50/mmbtu, during the last week of the year 2018. Current trend 
remains bearish on both daily and weekly charts. With the steep fall in today’s 
opening session, prices are now trading in the vicinity of key weekly support 
zone of Rs.215-210/mmbtu. Although it’s too early to call for a reversal, but we 
may see sharp recovery in prices in the week ahead, turning the current 
downtrend to a sideways range. Biasness for this week remains sideways to 
slightly positive.Traders are advised to build long positions in the counter 
around Rs.215-216/mmbtu for upside targets of Rs.235/mmbtu keeping stops 
below Rs.205/mmbtu.  

CRUDE OIL 

NATURAL GAS 
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US Economic  
Calendar 

Research Team 

Date Time Name For Consensus Previous Importance 

31-Dec - No Major Data From US - - - - 

01-Jan - New Year’s Day Holiday - - - - 

02-Jan 20:15 Manufacturing PMI December - 53.9 Very High 

03-Jan 18:45 ADP Non-Farm Payrolls December 178K 179K   

03-Jan 19:00 Initial Jobless Claims W/o 29
th

 December 220K 216K Very High 

03-Jan 20:30 Construction Spending November 0.2% -0.1% High 

03-Jan 20:30 ISM Manufacturing PMI December 57.9 59.3 Very High 

03-Jan Tentative New Home Sales November - - Very High 

04-Jan 19:00 Non-Farm Payrolls December 177K 155K Very High 

04-Jan 19:00 Unemployment Rate December 3.7% 3.7% High 

04-Jan 20:15 Services PMI December 53.4 53.4 High 

04-Jan 20:15 Markit Composite PMI November 54.7 54.7 Very High 

04-Jan 20:45 Fed Chair Powell Speaks - - - Very High 

04-Jan 21:00 Natural Gas Storage W/o 28
th

 December - -48 Bcf Very High 

04-Jan 21:30 Crude Oil Inventories W/o 28
th

 December - -0.046Mb Very High 

04-Jan 23:30 US Baker Hughes Oil Rig Count W/o 28
th

 December - 885 Very High 

31st Dec 2018 – 
4thJan 2019 

Source: Reuters, Investing.com, briefing.com EMAIL  ID: metals.research@religare.com 


